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President's Report
Richard H. Salz

60 Twenty-seventh Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94121

There are many difficulties involved in
producing a quarterly journal. The various
facets of bringing everything together causes
consternation on the part of the editor. These
facets include timely receipt at the editor's
desk of such things as the Secretary's Report,
the Treasurer's Report, the President's
Report, the report from the Advertising
Manager, and all the various announcements
which are submitted four months in advance

of publication as are all the other mentioned
reports. Then the problem of articles for the
CZP becomes a tremendous consideration:
should this one be used, or that one - if there
is a "that one.'~ And that is the subject of this
report, a subject that has been discussed
many times previously but is still of great
importance.

Your editor needs "that one," in fact, he
would be happier to receive "those ones." In
other words where are the articles for pub
lishing in The Canal Zone Philatelist?
Amongst our 867 members there must be
some of you who have a thought or two for an
article just waiting to be written! Possibly
you might consider jotting down your idea
and sending it on to me at the above address. I
will be most happy to expand your pre
liminary thoughts and we can then continue
on from there. Or, if you have a subject on
C.Z. philately already written up, maybe you
would like to' have someone take a look at it
for a possible suggestion here or there, which

(Continued on page 11,.)

REMINDER
Mail Sale No. 15

This is to remind those wishing to

place material in the fifteenth CZSG
mail sale that the deadline for the
receipt of lots is July 3, 1986. Please
send via registered or insured mail to:

George W. Stilwell
Rt. 1, Box 387-A,
Fair Play, S.C. 29643

The Canal Zone

Philatelist
Second Quarter, 1986

Why I Collect Canal Zone
By Gilbert N. Plass

In my youth I collected the stamps of many
countries including British and French Colo
nies. There are many interesting and attrac
tive stamps in these groups, but I did not
become really intrigued by any country until
I had obtained a few Canal Zone stamps. Why
did I find them so fascinating?

First of all, the stamps and covers of the
Canal Zone remind me of the history of this
region and the tremendous task of building
the Panama Canal. Many of the first stamps
are quite primitive. The first issue has
CANAL ZONE handstamped on a Panama
stamp which is itself an overprint on a
Colombia stamp. Somewhat later issues have
as many as three overprints and/or sur
charges. In one case a basic stamp of Colombia
was overprinted for Panama when it became
a separate nation, then was surcharged "8
cts" (U.S. currency) to change the denomina
tion from the original 50 centavos, and finally
was overprinted for the Canal Zone. If we
count the printing of the basic stamp, each
stamp of Scott Nos. 14, 18, 19, and 20 has been
through a printing press four times! It is no
wonder that there are many errors and varie
ties of these overprints.

This is another intriguing aspect of Canal
Zone philately: collecting and understanding
the many errors and varieties of these over
prints and surcharges. Unlike many other
countries, there is absolutely no evidence in
the vast majority of cases that any of these
errors were created for collectors. In many
cases they were sold at the post office as
normal stamps and used on regular mail. As
an example, the great rarity Scott No. 31a, 1<i:

inverted center and overprint reading down,
must have been printed in a sheet of 100 and
the stamps from this sheet used on regular
mail. The first copy was only found some years
later, and today there are only four recorded
copies, all used. The overprints from 1924
were made by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing in Washington. There are just as
numerous errors in these issues, even with
the careful wor k and inspection of the Bureau
in those days, than in the earlier issues print
ed by the American and Hamilton Bank Note
Companies. It is just not possible to overprint
millions of stamps without making numerous
errors.
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Whole No. 79

Another reason for collecting Canal Zone
stamps is that they were issued by an agency
of the United States Government and are
grouped by collectors under the heading (for
lack of a better term) United States Posses
sions. In the United Kingdom and in France
the majority of the collectors include the
stamps of their own present and former
possessions. For a reason that I have never
been able to fathom, until rather recently,
most philatelists in the United States went on
and formed specialized collection of their
own country, but paid absolutely no attention
to the U.S. Possessions. This situation has
been gradually changing, as shown by the
rapid increase in members of our own Canal
Zone Study Group.

The Canal Zone has been extremely con
servative in issuing new stamps - less than
four per year· over a 75 year period. Ther-e'is
no danger of having your albums bulging
with larger and larger nu mbers of new issues
each year, since the Canal Zone Postal Service
stopped operations in 1979. Many ofthe older
stamps are among the best examples of the
art of engraving, unfortunately an art that
is rapidly being lost. The Panama bicolored
set showing various scenes of the canal,
Scott Canal Zone Nos. 42-45, 49-51, 58-59,
is an example of the engraver's art, now
almost lost. More recently a very beautiful
example of more modern engraving is the
1939 set for the 25th Anniversary of the
Opening of the Panama Canal, 16 values for
regular postage and six for airmail, Scott
Nos. 120-135 and C15-20. Some of the designs
for this set are among my favorites of any
country, especially the 15<i:, 25<i:. and $1 airmail
denominations. Some of the more recent Canal

(Continued on page 10)

MEETING NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the CZSG

at the lOOth Annual Convention and
Exhibition of the American Philatelic
Society to be held in Washington, D.C.
on Saturday afternoon, August 23.
1986. Please see the program for the
meeting for details, or contact Richard
D. Bates, Jr., PO Box 40583, Palisades
Station, Washington, D.C. 20016.
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass

Only a moderate number of Canal Zone
stamps have been sold at auction since our
last report. In the following list the price
realized is given with the catalogue price in
parenthesis as listed in the auction catalogue.
The name of the auction house follows. All
items are unused and without serious defects
unless mentioned otherwise. All prices have
been rounded to the nearest dollar except for
those less than $10.

Scott Nos. 2 and 3 on one cover, paper clip

impression at left of cover, $400 ($700)
Bennett; 4 - 8 on cover to Germany, $575
Kaufman; 39d, ovp. reading down, f, $95
($125) Kelleher; 46, $150 ($250) Siegel; 47,
ng, f $525 ($2500) Seigel; 54, f, $150 ($200)
Siegel.

Scott Nos. 70-76, 78-79, bl. of 4, f-vf, $525
($803) Siegel; 71d, ZONE CANAL, $240
($250) Wolffers; 80, bl. of 4, $200 ($275)
Siegel; 97b, booklet pane of 6, cut into design,

some paper stuck to back, vg-f, $300 ($650)
Kelleher; 115c, booklet pane of 6, $180 ($300)
Kaufmann.

Scott Nos. C014a, inverted overprint, f,
$1350($1000) Ivy; J1, $200($65) Ivy.

Addresses of above auctioneers. Matthew
Bennett, Inc., P.O. Box 5432, Baltimore, MD
21204; Steve Ivy Philatelic Auctions, Inc.,
2121 N. Akard, Dallas, TX 75201; John W.
Kaufmann, Inc., 1522 K St., N.W., Wash
ington, DC 20005; Daniel F. Kelleher Co.,
Inc., 40 Broad St., Suite 830, Boston, MA
02109; Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries,
Inc., 160 E. 56th St., New York, NY 10022;
Richard Wolffers, Inc., 127 Kearny St., San
Francisco, CA 94108. Please mention The
Canal Zone Philatelist when writing for
catalogues.

Why I Collect -
(Continued from page 9)

Zone stamps printed on the multicolored
Giori Press are among the most attractive
stamps printed on that versatile press. I
especially like the last stamps of the regular
series for the Canal Zone, the 6~, 8~, 13~, and
15~ denominations.

A true philatelist is not supposed to mention
the investment aspect of owning stamps, but
most collections will be sold some day and we
will certainly be interested in the price that
our treasures will eventually bring. There is
no doubt that Canal Zone stamps have been
an excellent investment in the past. I have
been tabulating for the past 20 years the
value of a Canal Zone collection each year
when the Scott Specialized Catalogue makes
its appearance. When the compound growth
over a ten year period is calculated, in every
case Canal Zone stamps have done much
better than stocks as measured by the Dow
Jones Industrial average. The latest results
from the 1986 catalogue as reported in this
issue show that the regular postage stamps
have had a 12.4%compound growth per year,
while the figure for the envelopes is 14.6%, for
the postal cards is 15.6%, all to be compared
with the Dow Jones Industrials which had
only it 6.0% yearly compound growth. These
numbers mean that, for example, all the
regular major catalogue number stamps in
creased on the average each year by 12.4%
and this was compounded each year in order
to obtain the current prices from those of ten
years ago.

Prices are based on both supply and de
mand. There is no doubt that there are more
Canal Zone collectors today than ten years
ago and one might predict with reasonable
safety that the number of U.S. Possessions
collectors will increase substantially in the
next ten years. The demand side of the equa
tion looks good. The supply side can easily be
investigated as the number issued of most
Canal Zone stamps and errors is either
known exactly or can be estimated reason
ably well.

There were 61,296 copies issued of the U.S.
$2.60 Graf Zeppelin stamp and it catalogues
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$1350 (1986 Specialized). T:here are 81 Canal
Zone stamps with a known quantity issued
that is less than that for the U.S. Graf
Zeppelin set. There are a considerable addi
tional num ber of Canal Zone stamps that also
belong in this group, but where the issued
quantity can only be ~stimated. I have listed
the 81 stamps with known quantities in Table
I along with the exact quantity issued and the
catalogue value in the Scott 1986 Specialized
U.S. Catalogue.

In the first section which has issued quanti
ties between 40,001 and 61,296 the catalogue
value varies between a high of $110 and a low
of an incredible 50~ for Scott No. UX20.
Imagine, for less than a dollar you can obtain
a postal card scarcer than the Graf Zeppelin
set! If you insist on a postage stamp, then you
will have to spend $3.25 to obtain Scott No.
126 with 41,576 issued.

In the next section with quantities from
20,001 to 40,000, you can obtain Scott No. 01
with only 27,690 unused copies issued for
$2.00 and No. 130 with 37,365 for $6.75!
Other unbelievably low prices continue
through the list, such as $4.25 for No. C01
with 6,109 copies and $5.50 for No. 04 with
4,564 copies.

My point is that, as more U.S. philatelists
start including the Possessions in their collec
tions, these prices will advance appreciably.
Imagine the price of a major number U.S.
stamp issued in these small quantities.

I have added six stamps to the 1-1,000 list,
Scott Nos. 47, 67, UF1, UF1a,UX5, and
UX6, as there were issued in small quantities
and the number of unused stamps of any of
these available to collectors is certainly much
less than a thousand and in most cases prob
ably nearer 100 or less.

In most cases the stamps listed in the table
were used for regular postage over a period of
time and the number actually available to
collectors is considerably smaller than the
official number issued. One exception to this
in the above table is the group of mint official
stamps which were sold to collectors from the
Philatelic Agency. This partly explains the
much lower prices that these bring compared
to other stamps with similar numbers issued.

Many of the errors of Canal Zone stamps
also exist only in very small quantities. There
are 117 errors tabulated in my article (Vol.
16, No.3, p. 21, 1980) that were issued (or are
recorded) with 50 or fewer copies. There are
at least 19 Canal Zone errors that are recorded
only by unique copies. These and other Canal
Zone errors known in small quantities should
certainly be included among the world's great
rarities. They are beginning to be so recog
nized and have advanced appreciably in price
in the last decade, the errors of the postage
stamps at a 10.4% compound rate for the last
ten years and the envelope errors at an 18.6%
compound rate.

A new Canal Zone collector usually first
tries to obtain an example of each of the
major Scott numbers, either all in unused or
in used condition or sometimes a mixture of

both. The most difficult stamp to obtain in
very fine unused condition with original gum
is Scott No. 47. This stamp is much easier to



find in used condition. The reverse is true of 20,001-40,000620,858 90.00Note on CANAL ZONE
Scott No. 15 as only a half dozen used copies

1427,800 30.00 omittedand one copy on cover are known to exist. One
5923,014165.00

cannot insist on perfect gum on this stamp as
7940,000 30.00With reference to the CANAL ZONEall copies recorded have more or less dis-

12834,010 7.50omitted stamps mentioned on page 6 of theturbed gum from sticking to the interleaving
13037,365 6.75last issue, these CANAL ZONE omittedin the tropical heat. Remember that these
13239,255 9.00

varieties of Scott Nos. 14, 18, 19, and 20 arestamps were in the tropics for some years in
13434,28320.00known with a fantastic number of errors:Panama before being overprinted for the
Jll36,09530.00

PAN AMA inverted, diagonaL double. andCanal Zone.
J1325,00065.00

double with one inverted; with eight centsPerfect condition is seldom found in the
J1430,000300.00

surcharge inverted, double, and triple; andearlier Canal Zone stamps. They stuck to the
J1621,33525.00

combinations of these! This tremendousinterleaving used between the post office
J1739,81945.00

variety of errors could only have been printedpanes due to the tropical heat and also
J2135,990 2.50

purposely for sale to collectors. Used copiesdeveloped tropical stains. The centering was
J2240,207 4.50

all bear a Panama cancelled-to-orderpoor, especially on the United States over-
J2335,464 4.50

postmark.prints. Some errors exist only in average to
0127,690*2.00

On July 16, 1907 Panama ordered an officialpoor condition. For example, if an error
U1523,00025.00

audit of the 8¢ and 50c surcharged stamps onoccurred only on one row of a single pane, all
U1923,125 2.50

hand. These stamps were never issued inthe stamps in that row might have the perfor-
UX340,000175.00

Panama. The Secretary of the Treasury ofations badly cutting into the design (this case
UX825,00075.00

Panama ordered their sale at public auctionactually exists with some errors). In this
10,001-20,0001817,500 65.00

after demonitizing them. The records showinstance an example that was well centered
1919,000 65.00

that 2,768 copies were on hand at that time.would necessarily have a forged overprint.
2019,600 45.00

There is no record of the sale date nor theSome errors occur only at a certain position
9413,533300.00

amount realized. The purchaser was perhapson a pane which always has a normal straight
9520,000135.00

from Europe as these stamps were soon beingedge. A copy of such an error that is peforated
J1515,00085.00

offered there in large quantities. The num-
03 19,10535.00all around is necessarily reperforated on at U12

20,000250.00erous errors may have been in this lot or have
least one side. 5,001-10,000

27,800250.00been made and sold separately. Philately has
Because of the rarity of many of the Canal 7

7,932150.00a name for material such as this: printer's
Zone errors and varieties, a complete collec- 8

7,856160.00waste. All the evidence points to the errors
tion of these is probably impossible to obtain. 8110,000325.00being printer's waste and there is no evidence
This fact does not lessen the pleasure of J12

10,000120.00indicating that they were ever sold in a Canal
studying these fascinating reminders of the 02

5,857*3.50Zone post office.
problems of providing a postal service in the 09

5,3897.00The normal 8¢ on 50c stamps without
tropics during the building and operating of COI

6,109*4.25CAN AL ZONE should be called stamps "pre-
the Panama Canal. CO2

5,045*9.00pared for use, but not used." Panama had

C04
5,379*14.00prepared them to send to the Canal Zone

C014
5,225*11.00printing plant to be overprinted CANAL

Table 1. U148,000550.00ZONE there. This was never done and they

UC2
10,000160.00were never placed on sale at Panama post

Canal Zone Stamps
2,001-5,00012,600400.00offices. These stamps and errors make an

with

34,946325.00interesting display if marked for what they
04

4,564*5.50are.

Quantities and Price
054,353*10.50In the CZP article whose reference is given

06
4,238*11.00above, Gerald Bliss claims to have received

Scott
Quantity Catalogue 073,933*45.00three sheets of 50 of Scott No. 20 without the

Range
No.issuedprice

C034,936*11.00Canal Zone overprint while Postmaster. As
61,296-40,001

443,738 $25.00 C054,620*17.50his letter was apparently written many years
17b

50,00017.50 C064,983*20.00after the event, it is difficult to know how
21

50,000 30.00 C074,441 *27.50accurately he may remember this. His letter
29

50,000 55.00 COlI5,000*60.00is filled with errors. He states that they were
45

50,000 20.001.001-2,000C082,000200.00received in Jan. or Feb. 1906, which is impos-
75

60,000 45.00 C092,000250.00sible as the stamp was not issued until Sept.78
55,000 55.00 COlD2,000200.001906 and that they were in sheets of 50, while

88
58,062 30.00 C0122,000200.00they were printed and issued in sheets of 100.

89
55,700 22.501-1,000155002250.00Both Bliss and Coveleski were actively in-

103
60,00022.50 081,000650.00volved in obtaining Canal Zone errors of the

126
41,576 3.25 47

**2500.00period and one of them could have obtained
C20

40,05142.50 67
**475.00these stamps from the person who bought

J4
50,00010.00 UF1

**1500.00them at the Panama auction, and also fromJ5
50,000110.00 UFla

**1250.00the parties that had the extensive set ofJ7
60,614100.00 UX5

**1100.00double and triple overprint errors printed.U6
50,00040.00 UX6

**1000.00
UC2a

60,20075.00 - Gilbert N. Plass

UC12
55,7753.00Footnotes:UX1
50,00035.00 * number of unused copies soldUX7
50,00075.00 ** exact number sold unknownUX20
60,2490.50

UXC2
48,0009.50

UXC3
41,7004.00

UXC4
60,1002.75
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Fig. 1. Steamer-Plane Service

4 [EnIS
~u1a4 f!lOdtarJ~

1&Smith C:overU

Fig. 76

Steamer- Plane Service
A caver with the "VIA AIR MAIL /

Steamer- Plane Service" marking is shawn in
Fig. 1. This is listed by Lawsan Entwistle as
MisN-9b, but is nat explained. David Allen
sends a phata af this caver and asks far mare
infarmatian an this service. Did a plane
actually fly fram a ship to. Cristabal and back
and far how lang did these flights take place?
This cover is postmarked at Cristabal on June
22, 1945 and has a backstamp of the Pacific
Steam Navigation Company, Cristobal.
Canal Zone. The 20et airmail stamp is per
finned PSN and the cachet is in violet.

Canal Zone

Picture Post Cards

by manufacturers'
numbers & description

for sale.
Send for our list of

pee's, mint & used
stationery, FD's,

flight covers,
obliterators on cover,

also stamps,
mint & used in

singles & multiples.

We also fill want lists.

Give us a try.

Conroy Philatelic Company
P.o. Box 81

West Redding, CT 06896-0081

First Day Covers
By Bradley Wilde

(Continued/rom p. 29. Whole No. 77)

152. 4¢ "Administration Building
Navember 1, 1960.

Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa

Heights.
Cachets: The cachet illustrated in Fig. 75 is

in brown ink aJld, the maker is unknawn. The
Smith cachet is shawn in Fig. 76. The
Administratian Building, Balboa heights, 4
Cents and A Smith Caver are in brown. The
remainder of the cachet is turquaise. The
Dixiepex IV cover seen in Fig. 77 has the
writing in gald and the drawing in blue.

Fig. 75

153. 3et "Gaethals" - Navember 1, 1960.
Pastmarks: Machine Cancel - Cristabal.
Cachets: The Dixiepex IV cachet is illu

strated in Fig. 78. The writing is in red and
the drawing in blue. Figure 79 illustrates the
Smith cover. It is knawn in two. varieties. The
first has the entire cachet printed in black,
while the second has the cachet in purple.
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4 CENT SHEET STAMP
ADMINISTRATION BUIl-DING

BAL.BOA HEIGHTS

"GATE'WAY 0,.- THE WORl-D··

PANAMA CANAL
A DIXIPEX IV COVER

NOVEMSER l. '9150

Fig. 77

154. 4¢ "Administration Building"
November 1, 1960.

Pastmarks: Machine Cancel - Balbaa
Heights.

Hand Cancel - Balbaa
Heights.

Cachets: Elmer Smith praduced the cachet
seen in Fig. 76. However, this time the calor is
turquaise and bright green.

155. 5et "Stevens" - February 10, 1962.
Pastmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa.

Hand Cancel - Balboa.

Cachets: Figure 80 illustrates the blue
cachet praduced by an unknown maker.
Elmer Smith's cachet is shown in Fig. 81. It is
in blue with tints of arange.



:Jit-&t ~a'l 0/ .J~lU
3 CENT COIL STAMP

NOVEMBER 1.1980
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"DIXIPEX IV HONORS"
GEORGE WASHINGTON GOETHAI..S

"ENGINEER OF' THE CANAL.. ••

1907 • 1914

Fig. 78

~IST Dn Of IH~

tj~ 'J(J~~H ~
Builder of the Panama CaRli

S¢ &e
Fig. 79

Fig. 80

First Day Of Issue

!it Coil d5'~
i ... Jofil

fi,e9 C anal Zone
10 Feb. 1962

IAsml,Iic._rj'j
Fig. 81

First Day

J";"l 9'"~of $""", ~01L"r.1~, 1%2

at gLa:=. c,nu£ Z,,",

Fig. 82

156. 4¢ "GirT Scouts" - March 12, 1962.
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Balboa.

Hand Cancel - Balboa.
Cachets: The official first day of issue

program was cancelled and is illustrated in
Fig. 82. Elmer Smith produced the cachet
seen in Fig. 83. There are two color varieties.
One is orange and brown, while the other is
orange and green. The cover seen in Fig. 84
was manufactured by Artmaster and is
printed in black. Kitish made the cover seen
in Fig. 85. The ink is black. I do not know the
maker of the cachet seen in Fig. 86, but have
heard that it was produced by a local girl
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Fir-s! day (if fssue
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Fig. 83

Fig. 84

Fig. 85

(Continued on page 15)
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President's Report 

(Continued from page 9)

with your O.K. would then be sent to the
editor for inclusion in a future CZP.

Our editor has been preparing the quart
erly publication for many years. In fact, he
has produced 72 issues since 1968. Possibly
you have noted that the CZP could stand an
infusion of new writers. Please give this
serious thought as we do wish to continue our
quarterly with timely topics - and there
must be many of them still on your drawing
board.

*****

By the time you read this, AME RIPEX '86
will be concluded. There should be some
interesting reports to make and I shall
attempt to do just that in the next bout with
this column.

Final Report
Mail Sale No. 14

Because of a number of faulty descriptions
(so were the stamps!) which resulted in the
return of those lots, the gross amount realized
was reduced to $68,144 for the 14th Mail
Sale. The Treasurer's Report gives the final
accounting for the sale elsewhere in this
issue.

It might be of interest to give some addi
tional information. There were 4,782 bids
submitted which averages out to 5.63 bids
per lot. Those lots receiving the most bids
were for OG NH VF material, and the real
ized prices were at, or in excess of, catalog.
The lots were: 131, 487, and 497 with 22 bids
each; lot 243 had 20 bids; and lot 486 was
next with 19 bids. Apparently the OG NH
part is still of great importance but as we all
know OG NH is a scarce commodity on
Canal Zone stamps particularly overprinted
Panama and United States issues.

As usual the post office did a superb job in
delivering the lots. None were lost though we
did have a bit of trouble with one shipment
that was not received and thus a claim was

made. You guessed it! The shipment was
returned to San Francisco after floating
about for two months. THEN the claim was

paid by the USPS and of course the check had
to be returned. The other incident involved a
shipment to La Paz, Bolivia which was sent
via registered mail. It was returned with the
notation "No Registry to Bolivia." Well, there
went $6.50 out the window but guess what?
The postal service erred when it accepted the
package; SO a claim for the postage and
registration fee was made and payment was
received in seven days!! Yes, the La Paz



member did get the stamps via insured mail
which is accepted by the USPS.

The Mail Sale Committee again thanks all
of you who were involved in the sale and we
look forward to serving you again in 1987.
This year's sale will be conducted by George
Stilwell and his Southeastern Mail Sale
Committee - see notice elsewhere in this
issue.

West Coast Mail Sale Committee

Leland J. Spaulding
On January 11, 1986, long-time CZSG

member and stamp dealer Leland J.
Spaulding died. Up until the past few years
he was an active dealer, a member of the
ASDA and the APS. He will be missed
particularly by those in the San Francisco
Bay area who spent many a pleasant Saturday
afternoon in his home going through his
extensive Canal Zone stock.

Lee was CZSG member number 150 and

had been active in the study group since 1968
shortly after the reorganization. He will be
missed by both his family and his friends.

R.H. Salz

Winners
At the Filatelic Fiesta in San Jose, Cali

fornia on February 21-23, 1986, a vermeil
award was won by DAVID J. LEEDS for his
exhibit titled "Canal Zone Aerophilately 
Covers."

At ARIPEX in Phoenix, Arizona on Feb
ruary 28 - March 2, 1986, a vermeil award
was won by DAVID J. LEEDS for his exhibit
titled "Canal Zone Aerophilately - Covers."
(The judging was apparently consistent
between these two shows.)

Also at the ARIPEX show a vermeil award

was won by RICHARD F. LARKIN for his
exhibit "Booklet Panes and Covers - US and
Possessions," plus a special award given by
the Bureau Issues Association. (It is inte
resting to note that this identical exhibit
received a gold award at NOJEX '85 as
reported in the previous CZP.)

First Day Covers
(Continued from page 13)

Fig. 86

Interest , ................•.........• , .......•••.....................•........•........ 4,283

Mail Sale.procecds (see note) .......•........••.........•.............•...........•.........••..... 4.217
Contributions ,.""., , .•••.. , .. , .•.•.......•..............•..........•.•........•....... 25

Total income .......•...........•••.........•.•....................•.•.......•.•... 19,821

CZP - printing, postage $3,079
Membership, publicity, officers' expense .........•.............. 1,153
Book - Canal Zone Stamps ................•.........••.... 32,504

Postal Stationery of the Canal Zone ......•................. 5.978
Publication reprints , .............•........••......... 243
CZP1ndex ..........................•......................•..... 368
AMER1PEX ..........•..........•................. 440

Sales: Book - Canal Zone Stamps ..........•.•........•.......... 3,924
PublicatiQns ..................•..•....•.•......... 443
Advertising ........•..... _...............•........ -:-305-.

Income:

Expenses:

1985 dues:

Canal Zone Study Group
1985 Financial Statement

Regular $3,148
Contributing, Sustaining .......••.........•..... 3,476

Total expenses

.........•..... $6,624

4,672

43,765 Fig. 87

Expenses over Income ...

Balance, January 1, 1985

Balance, December 31, 1985

(23,944)

. . .•.. . . . . .. . •.•.. . . . . .. ...•.. . ... . . . . .•••. . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . .. 64,941

... $40,997

Net assets. December 31, 1985:
Checking (NOW) account ...............•...........•.•..........•.•..................... $48,328
Less: 1986 dues received in advance ......................••.•...........•..•.......••............ (7,331)

Balance. as above ........................••...........•...........•••........•............ 40,997
Reserved for Publication Fund ...........••..........••...........•...........•........... (35,000)

Unrestricted amount ... 5,997 CANAL ZONE

At December 31, 1985, all bills were paid.

Note: Mail Sale No. 14 results:
lnts sold __ .

Less payments to sellers ........................•••..........•....

Net proceeds to CZSG ....•.........•..........

Less expenses: Printing.
Postage .
Miscellaneous

.... $1,324
... 889
.. 384

................ $68,144

..•............. (61,330)

6,814

... . •.•.. .... .. . ..•.. . . . ... .•.•. . ... (2,597)

........••...... $4,217

Comprehensive Stock Including
singles, plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's,
B.O.B., stationery, covers and col
lateral material.

Send for Free Detailed List

Want Lists Service

C &HSTAMPS
P.O. Box 324

Syracuse, NY 13209
Phone (315)472-1662

Richard F. Larkin

Treasurer, CZSG
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(Continued next issue)

Fig. 94

Canal Zone #15*
8~ On 50~ Blstre Brown
Only 500 Copies Issued

Fig. 93

50th

Satisfaction Or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent On Approval With References

Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest Dr Carrying Charges)

A. Just Fine. Full Trop. D.G. 1985 PF Cert. Cat.
$2250 Net. $1500.

B. Just Fine By Extremely Fine, Mint D.G., N.H.,
1985 PF Cert. Panama 15mm Rare. Cat.
$2500 Net 1850.

C. Very Fine, Fresh D.G., Light Hinge Mark,
1985 PF Cert. Cat. $2250 Net $2125.

What Else Do You Need In Canal Zone
Dr Other U.S. Possessions?

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
APS 88 Beacon Street CZSG
CSA Boaton. MASS. 0210B ARA
BIA Phone (817)523-2522 EPS

Fig. 92

Fig. 91

Fig. 90

seen in Fig. 93. The words "Kokomo Stamp
Club" and the border are in brown, while the
rest of the cachet is in green. Figure 94
illustrates the cachet produced by the
Logansport Stamp and Coin Club. The seal of
the Girl Scouts and the words "Girl Scouts on

your 50th Anniversary" are in green, while
the rest is in brown.

BZACZSGAPSASDA

Fig. 89

Fig. 88

BRUCE L. HECHT
P.O. BOX 132A

ALBERTSON, NY 11507

Comprehensive List Free
#10 SASE (22¢) Appreciated

scout troop and sold through the Balboa
Union Church. The girl scout shield is gold,
the Canal Zone is green, and the rest is blue.
A.B. Covers produced the cachet illustrated
in Fig. 87. It comes in green or green with an
orange border. The same manufacturer
produced the cachet seen in Fig. 88. The
writing is in black and the map in orange red.
Figures 89 - 92 are by unknown makers.
Figure 89 is in blackish blue ink; Fig. 90 is in
blue; Fig. 91 is in red; Fig. 92 is in green. The
Kokomo Stamp Club produced the cachet
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